
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2022/07/15 
 

Attendees: Lyonel, Maximilian, Shawon, Tilman, Urs, Jule 

Minutes: Jule 

Chairperson: Urs 

 

Urs officially opens the session. 

 

TOP 1    Freshmen 
Everything seems fine. Idea: Make a Telegram group for all IMS students. Max sends invitation link to Telegram group via 

email. 

Should we do goody bags for the Ersties? → Yes. Let’s order those things maybe 3-4 weeks 

before the introductory events happen. (Note: We need to make a stuvus application!) 

Possible events: 

 Pubcrawl 

 Games night 

 City rallye (which is mainly organized by FLURUS): The city rallye will happen on 

Wednesday 12.10.2022. There will be multiple stations and we are supposed to take 

care of one of these. If we split the time in multiple shifts we should be able to do so. 

All Make sure you can do at least one shift on 12.10.2022. 
 

TOP 2    Answering mails 
Last mails: city rallye as introductory event, old exam requests, barbecues on campus 

Email “Advanced Software Testing and Analysis”: 

 Student asking for old exams. → As the mail is in English we assume Urban has 

responded. 

Email “…/ Announcement of the Teaching Award of the University of Stuttgart 2022”: 

 There’s the possibility to nominate professors for excellent skills in teaching. 

 We leave the possibility of nomination up to other student representative groups. 

The other mails were classified as irrelevant. 

 

TOP 3    Money spending 
Table tennis table: We got one from FIUS. We should let stuvus know that we don’t need one anymore. 

Soft furniture stuff: Things are delivered. 

Kitchen stuff: We wait until we have the other things. Also: Someone still needs to search for a beanbag.  

Urs checks / informs stuvus about which persons currently hold core offices. 



The table tennis table works well so far. Eventually we might get some stability problems 

with the table legs in the future. The question is if we should still buy a new table or just use 

the one from FIUS until it breaks. Let’s vote on this question if more of us SRs are present.  

Before applying for the kitchen stuff we should check if it’s the SRs responsibility to take care 

of the kitchen or if this is the responsibility of the entire institute.  

We should spend some money on merchandise (s. TOP 4). 

Urs Puts links of kitchen stuff into a document and shares it in the group. 

Someone Checks who is responsible for the kitchen in front of the SR room. 

Lyonel Searches for a beanbag. 
 

TOP 4    PR (public relations) 
We like the idea of getting some stickers for merchandise. But: Which motives do we want? 

→ Ideas: logo, logo + text, variations of the logo, concrete wasteland logo, … Instead of 

round stickers it might be easier to get many stickers on one sheet that can be cut to the 

correct size. 

It would also be nice to get some cloth bags with our logo. Printing is probably too 

expensive. Alternative idea: Order “empty” bags, create a stencil and use spray paint to 

spray the logo on it. 

To easily reach out to all ims students it’s important to have a Telegram group for all 

students. We should have this before the next semester starts. 

Social Media: We don’t really use our Facebook. We don’t have an Instagram account yet. 

For announcements it might be good to have an Instagram account. Let’s check in the 

upcoming elections if one of us is willing to hold the new office of being an “Instagram 

manager”. 

Unfortunately since Covid the IMS is not really used as a study place by the students. We 

should remind the students again that they can use the computer pool as well as the sitting 

area in the foyer. Eventually we should also open the SR room more often! 

Urs Starts discussion/poll in WhatsApp for ideas of sticker motives. 

Maximilian Shares invite link to Telegram group to all ims students. 
 

TOP 5    Acquire Ersties 
Urs joined the Fachgruppenvernetzungstreffen on Monday. The topic was how to get people 

into the Fachgruppe and how to keep them to stay and be active. 

Problem: Many of us are leaving the SR group in the course of the following 1-2 semesters. 

→ We only have the next semester as main opportunity to gain new members. 

Ideas on how to gain new members: 

 In case there’s something like a start-of-semester-letter, we could include a short 

summary of what we’re doing, encouraging new students to join. 



 There will be preparatory courses. We could “present” us there as well. If we want to 

do so we would need to reach out to MINT.  

Urs Asks Stefanie if there’s something like a start-of-semester-letter. 
 

TOP 6    Drinks 
Urs checked the drinking cash. There’s additionally some Pfand left in the SR room. The 

drinking cash should be enough to buy a new crate of Spezi and a crate of beer. Next 

semester we need a new office, namely a “drink person” that is responsible to organize that 

the crates get refilled.  

From now on you find a list on the table in the SR room. Remember: By using the list you 

don’t need to pay every time you take a drink, but can wait until the amount summed up a 

little. 

We close this topic. 

 

TOP 7    Creative Writing AI magazine 
Project of Linguistics department: Include AI-generated texts. We sadly can’t meet the deadline on 01.08.2022. Maybe we 

can generate some texts with pretrained models until 15.09.2022 (= hard deadline). There’s a group of us SRs doing this. 

The link will be shared in our WhatsApp group; whoever wants to join just join! 

 

TOP 8     (Team) Events 
We need to wait if we get the money back from the “social integration money”. 

Next grilling event on 23.07.2022; we should organize snacks & drinks. Urban invites students to grilling event via email. Urs 

tries to apply for money for the drinks & snacks. 

We got the money for the expenses of the games night. Urs will put the money into the safe. 

Urban sent the invitation link for the grilling event per mail. We should remind the students 

via Discord and Telegram. By doing so we should also emphasize that everyone should bring 

some food to share.  

Problem: It’s too late to apply for money for snacks & drinks at stuvus. We also can’t buy in 

the name of stuvus as stuvus directly needs to be named on the bill and this is only possible 

at the metro. This time we need to try to get the money via donations of the students. 

Shawon Reminds students (via Discord, Telegram) about the upcoming grilling 
event. 

 

TOP 9    Old exams 
Many scans (and screenshots) in the collection. We should organize slowly replacing them. Urban removes the folder from 

ILIAS and replaces it with a list; puts master link to group description. 

We postpone this topic. 

 



TOP 10    HowToFachgruppe-document 
Let’s complete the entire document at the end of our sessions together. We should also distribute some tasks. 

We postpone this topic. 

 

TOP 11    Tutorials next semester 
We want to offer the tutorials for bachelor students next semester as well. Sven texts the current tutors and checks if they 

want to continue tutoring next semester. 

We postpone this topic. 

 

TOP 12    Server Space 
The wiping mechanism will happen starting from July. Urs spreads the information (via email) to the IMS students. The 

script needs to be proof-read. 

Urs wrote the email which is ready to be send. It might be good to also include the link of the 

HowToUseServers-document. 

Urs Finally sends the email  

We close this topic. 

 

Urs officially closes the session. 

 

 

 

Topics to keep in mind: 

 Job fair: Organize to integrate some cl-companies to the job fair of computer science next semester. 
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